
BECC Kindergarten
Words

1 Adagio slow tempo
2 Allegro quick, lively tempo
3 Beat the pulse of the music
4 Body percussion sounds produced when a player stomps, claps, patsches, snaps, etc. with the human body
5 Classical referring to music from the period from approximately 1750-1800

6 Classroom dramatizations

7 Classroom instruments

8 Composer a person who writes music

9 Dance

10 Echo (copycat) to repeat or imitate a sound
11 Fast quick and rapid soundsor tempo
12 Focus projection of intent; line of sight
13 High High in pitch, as a voice or musical tone
14 Improvisation
15 Loud producing sound of high volume and intensity
16 Low
17 Mood

18 Movement

19 Music

the act or instance of moving; a change in place or position, in place or through space (such as 
marching, stepping, skipping, jumping, stomping, wiggling, etc.)
Vocal or instrumental sounds possessing a degree of melody, harmony, or rhythm

the act of creating character, dialogue, action, and environment for the purpose of exploration, 
experimentation, and study in a setting where there is no formal audience observation except for 

######################################################

movement organized for aesthetic purposes or as a medium of expression rather than for its 
function

Music
Definitions

making up music as it is being performed

Low in pitch, as a voice or musical tone
the feeling that a piece of music gives



20 Music Alphabet ABCDEFG
21 Musical a play that has musical numbers

22 Personal space (music bubble)

23 Pitch the frequency of a tone with respect to highness and lowness
24 Quarter note musical symbol that gets one beat
25 Rest
26 Rhythm a pattern of long and short sounds and silences
27 Slow tempo that does not move quickly
28 Soft quiet, calm and gentle sounds
29 Solfege a music education method used to teach pitch and sight singing
30 Sounds transmitted vibrations of any frequency
31 Tempo the speed of music

beat of silence

the volume of space around a person defined by the extent of reach in all directions; kinesphere


	Music

